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Disclaimer

All materials contained in this presentation, including any analysis,
comments, remarks, opinions and pointers are for information, debate
and discussions ONLY. No warranty of their accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or reliability is implied.
Any reliance on these materials in any way assumes total exemption of
any liability whatsoever of Andrew Leung International Consultants
and Investments Limited and Andrew K P Leung including all their
current and future Affiliates, Associates or Assigns.
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Clash of Great Powers will continue, if not intensify
Updated April, 2014
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China Scare drives frenzied China-bashing
US sanctions on
Xinjiang human rights

“We do not offer a constricting
belt or a one-way road”

Pomeo: Chinese
Communist Party
the ‘central threat of
our times’

“We don't offer a constricting belt or
a one-way road”.

Decoupling?
“We do not offer a constricting belt or a one-way road”
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Bi-partisan China Task Force Report (30.9.2020)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop whole array of sanctions against human rights transgressions including
Uyghurs, Tibet, HK, Taiwan etc
Counter “Communist” propaganda
Hold China accountable in UN, WHO etc
Enhance digital security against CPC infiltration
Highlight China’s environmental failings
Revamp and strengthen national security and medical supply chains to avoid
dependence on China, including strategic minerals
Strengthen Indo-Pacific’s military preparedness, including nuclear and space forces
Cut off any support to China’s military supply chains
Safeguard against any interference with American elections
Enhance US counter-intelligence capabilities, including Mandarin language
Enforce whole-of-government measures including allies to safeguard 5G security
Secure US leadership in future technologies including AI, 5G, autonomous vehicles
etc, including export control, investment scrutiny and sanctions against IP theft.
Enforce US trade standards, market reciprocity, and financial regulations
Root out any tax-payer support for China’s SOEs
Deepen trade ties with Taiwan
Counter Belt and Road’s “debt trap” diplomacy
Advance energy security, including nuclear energy
Advance basic science and technology research and STEM education
Safeguard sensitive research in universities inc.report on Chinese donations
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PEW Research, 6 October 2020 – how the world sees China and US

Global surge of unfavourable views of China
PEW -Trump’s
disapproval
rating of
83%, below
Xi
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First to recover from pandemic, China may overtake US economy by 2032
China’s growth rates expected to remain higher
than US until 2038 -“China’s Economic Rise:
History, Trends, Challenges, and Implications for
the United States”
(US Congressional Research, June 25, 2019)

23 November, 2019
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Tug of War towards China-centric Asian Century

124 countries have China as
largest trading partner v. 56
for the US.
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US-led Indo-Pacific alliances to contain China’s Rise
US, European officials mulling to create ‘Asian
NATO’ to contain China’s expansionist ambitions
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American hegemonic decline breeds unstable power transition
Decoupling from China

De-globalization
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Would Trump resort to Taiwan independence “nuclear option” as last resort?

•
•
•
•

All-out nuclear war improbable
Regional war on Taiwan low US public support
Little confidence of winning due to China’s A2/AD
China doesn’t need to fire the first shot

BJ will not rule out forceful recovery of Taiwan but has to weigh (a) impact
on China’s economic trajectory towards “Centenary Goals” (b) geopolitical
environment and (c) Taiwan domestic politics. After all, BJ doesn’t want to
“enslave” 24 million Taiwanese.
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Likely paradigm shifts to 2030
•

The Economist 08.10.2020 - Divergent recovery – US economic size = 2019; China + 10%; Europe +
Japan remaining worse than 2019 for several more years. China recovery – high-tech state capitalism + selfreliance + dual track circular economy. Global unemployment main worry.

•

US-China contest to endure and possibly intensify

•

Pope Paul’s “Fratelli Tutti” encyclical v President Xi’s “Community of Common Destiny for Mankind”

•

China’s Rise unlikely to be derailed (Watch FYP 2021-25)

•

China’s soft power becomes more nuanced and sophisticated.

•

De-globalization (Pandemic, national security)

•

Partial but not total de-coupling (impossible)

•

“Easternization” (US bubble economy; EU fractured; global growth driven by exploding middle-class in
developing world)

•

Western world aging v developing world dynamic populations (e.g. India, Africa, Latin America)

•

Unending QEs may burst asset bubbles, resulting in disruptions if not global financial crisis.

•

Inflation returns (China less dependent on exports, greater global spending due to aging, QEs)

•

Gold prices likely to be on long-term upswing

•

Dollar 88% global transactions (RMB 4.3% ) 60% global foreign currency reserve. Absent adequate
substitute, Dollar dominance, albeit challenged, will endure for now (“Exorbitant Privilege”, “Triffin
Dilemma” – interest rate conflict, chronic balance of payment deficit due to external Dollar demand. “It’s
our currency, but your problem” (Treasury Secretary John Connaly 1971). But profligacy invites nemesis.

•

RMB internationalization quickens with BRI. Full convertibility may take decades. Possible, initially
partial substitute: State-backed digital RMB, UN/WB/IMF-backed digital currency for international
settlements based on basket of currencies

•

Digitization, IoT, 5/6/7G, AI, climate change, green car revolution, new energies (hydrogen), new
materials, healthcare, ESG
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Hong Kong’s critical developments to 2022
• National Security Law restores law and order, relative political stability; enforcement cautious and mature with
practice. Rule of law, judicial independence, press freedom remain largely intact, despite contrary hype.
• Education revamp to cure “independence” poisoning
• Judiciary to be gradually reformed with turnover of judges
• Intensifying integration with GBA, transport links, special administrative, tax, licensing etc concessions
• More listing of Chinese enterprises (US and UK anti-China risks)
• More Chinese acquisition of HK companies (investment and pro-BJ influence)
• HK rich world city - > 500,000 net-worth > HKD 10m; > 100,000 liquid wealth > HKD 10m; more China money
feeds further growth of wealth management industry, premium products and services
• High-end housing remains in demand (also from rich migrating mainlanders)
• More social spending to reduce inequality
• Critical milestones – BJ and establishment preparing for September 2021 - Deferred LegCo election; December 2021
– election of CE Nominating Committee; March 2022 - CE election – GBA HK electors (> 500,000)
• BJ may not wish to re-introduce Universal Suffrage too soon as (a) society remains deeply divided (b) anti-BJ
sentiments still robust (c) no hurry if thinking beyond 2047
• Carrie Lam will be able to serve current term with honour and BJ strong support.
• She is unlikely to run (or be allowed to run) for next term. Possible names to watch: as next CE: ***** ****; ***
***-*****, ****** ***** as next CS – ****** ****
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Andrew K P Leung, SBS, FRSA
www.andrewleunginternationalconsultants.com
Prominent international and independent China Strategist. Over 40 years’ experience in senior Hong Kong Government positions. China Futures
Fellow, Massachusetts Berkshire Publishing Group; Brain Trust Member, IMD Lausanne Evian Group; Gerson Lehrman Group Council Member;
Thomas Reuters Expert; Senior Analyst with Wikistrat. Elected Member, Royal Society for Asian Affairs. Advisory Board Member, e-Centre,
European Centre for e-Commerce and Internet Law. Think-tank Research Fellow, Beijing Normal University, Zhuhai Campus. Visiting Professor,
London Metropolitan University Business School. Honorary President, China Hong Kong Economic and Trading International Association.
Formerly Governing Council Member, King's College London; Advisory Board Member, China Policy Institute of Nottingham University; Visiting
Professor, Sun Yat-sen University Business School (2005-10). In the 1980s, oversaw Hong Kong’s industrial transmigration into Mainland China and
helped launched Quality Campaign and Technology Centre. Invited by US government to month-long visit to brief Fortune 50 CEOs personally,
including one-on-one with Steve Forbes of Forbes Magazine, on China post-1989. In 2002, invited by Prince Andrew for a private briefing leading
to HRH’s first visit to China as UK’s Ambassador for Trade and Investment. Advised on cross-cultural management in Lenovo's take-over of IBM
Computers. Invited as Editor-at-large for an international consultancy on China's energies. Regular contributor, commentator, and speaker on China
at conferences and on live television worldwide including National Geographic. Topics include trade, finance, economics, geopolitics, international
relations, science and technology, sustainable industrial development, and green cities. Graduate qualifications from University of London,
postgraduate qualifications from Cambridge University, PMD from the Harvard Business School, and solicitors' qualifying examination certificate
from the Law Society, London. Included in UK's Who's Who since 2002. Awarded Silver Bauhinia Star (SBS) in July 2005 Hong Kong Honors List.
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